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Bakke,

Minorities
Bryant

and

By Ron Bunce
The Allan Bakke reverse of six categories: Hispanic,
Descrimination case, currently Asian or Pacific Isle, American
being reviewed by the Supreme Indian, or Alaskan, N on
Court, could have a variety of resident Alien and White Non
implications concerning college Hispanic. Students that did not
admission policies across the return the form were reported as
country.
White Non-Hispanic. Also, in
Bakke is arguing that he was some cases, non-resjdent aliens
not admitted to the University of belong to two categories. The
California Medical School at government considers this gro up
Davis because the school had 16 as temporarily living the U.S.
out of 100 places in the class and classifies them as non
reserved for minorities. Some of resident aliens only. For these
those admitted to the class had reasons, Richard Alberg, the
lower test scores than Bakke.
Registrar, feels the percentage of
One issue dependent on the minorities on campus is actually
Supreme Court decision is higher.
whether a college can set its own
cont. to p. 4 col. 3
standards for admission. If
government quotas are imposed
on colleges, admissions would
become a numbers game, simply
a matter of filling the spots with
bodies to meet the requirements.
The Department of Social
R oy N e lson , Dean of
cie nce wi!! be offering
Admissions at Bryant, dislikes
any quota system. He questions Internships in State Local
the validity of minority quotas, Politics in the Spring Semester.
of geographic quotas (when a The program is open to all
college admits a limited number majors and involves students
of students from various parts of working apprm';mately 8 hours
the country), and the use of per week for a particular area of
athletic quotas. Nelson feels it's the Rhode Island state
immoral to admit someone who government or a city or town in
has no chance of grad uating. A Rhode Island . Students will also
decision in favor of Bakke would meet at several points with
support the quota system, P rofessor Declercq of the Social
though the scope ofa decision by Science Department who is
the Supreme Court would directing the internship.
Students participating in the
probably be too narrow to affect
internship will receive 3 hours of
a general policy.
credit and be expected to
Another way colleges can complete a paper relatmg their
eval uate incoming students work experience to state and
would be to use cut-off points. local go~ernment and politics.
That is, .;lnly admit those with While the actual jobs
the highesl test scores. How undertaken by the students will
many of you would be here now vary, the internships will
if that were the case at Bryant?
general ly give students an
The admlssion office at oppo rt unity t o apply the
Bryant uses four major criteria material learned in their clas es
when selecting new students: the to actual problems i n
high school curriculum, their government. As such it provides
performa nce, recommenda students with insights not only
tions, and SAT scores, along into the application of, for
with class standing. According example, accounting or
to Nelson, there are no minimum management techniques, but
cut-off points in selecting. All also into the problems facing,
applicants are reviewed equally state and local governments.
since there are no quotas . .
Presently there are three sets
This year the day, night and of internships available each
grad . school population of involving two or more students.!
Bryant is 4,945 students. Of that More will be developed if'
figure 1.8 percent have reported student demand is sufficient.
themselves as a member of a The existing internships involve
minority group. Blacks comprise work with the Rhode Island
0.7 percent of the reported total. State Government, or the cities
These figures are gathered by the of Providence and Warwick.
Registrar's Office from the The State Government Program
forms returned of those sent to is part of a statewide program
all students this summer. The for students from all Rhode
figures are compiled for the Island colleges . Students
government. The form had a list observe and work m the ·

On the Job
By Peter
In the past much criticism has
been aimed a the Placement
Office, and its supposed lack of
"understand" in finding jobs for
L.E. majors. That office has a
problem, though, in that L.E.
grads aren't exactly recruited the
same way that accountants or
business majors are. The vast
majority oft he jobs are awarded
on the basis of competitive
examinations both at the federal
and local levels. Enough of
excuses down to specifics. In an
interview with Mr. Schuman,
Head of the Placement Office,
The A rchway has come up with
some guidelines and information
for job seekers:

Internship Opportunities
legislative, executive, or judicial
branches as weH as meet
periodically with different
officials from the Rhode Island
government. Both the Provi
dence and Warwick internships
involve students applying their
skills to specific projects
designed for them.
Any student wanting to
receive more information or pick
up an application should see
Professor Declercq, Room A-9
(ext. 232), prior to orduringpre
registration.

UPI Update

Paulousky
eOne current problem is the
PACE examination. The PACE,
exam is the federal civil service
exam which determines how
most of the job openings are
filled for Uncle Sam. Typical
jobs are with the DEA,
Treasury,. Secret Service and
various other agencies including
the cryptologic agencies such as
the NSA and the CIA in order to
make the grade, you have to get
the grade. Though there are jobs
open where you needn't take this
exam, for the most part the exam
is mandatory and is used to ftl l
the best jobs. Traditionally,
Bryant students have done
poorly on this exam. To be
realistically considered for
a job, a student must score at
least 95 or above. Though
openings are scarce this year,
some do exist in the areas of law
and · investigation. Application
forms can be obtained at the
Placement Oifice. With the
exam being offered only twice
next year, once in January and
once in February, interested
seniors had better get going.
eFor other Federal jobs, it is a
good idea to visit the
Government center in your local
city. At this office, all current job
listings will be posted. If you fit
the qualifications then you cao
conI.
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President
( UPI-Wash.,D . C . ) T h e
President said yeste r d ay
attempts to work out an energy
pohcy based on conservation
amounts to "a test of the
national will." He said he stands
fi rm in his determination to keep
Federal controls on natural gas
prices and to guard against
"unfair windfall profits" in the
oil and gas industry. But he
refused to say whether he will
veto a congressional energy bill
that allows natural gas price
ceilings to rise higher than he
recommended. The President
did say, however, he might do
some compromising to get an
overall energy package through
Congress.

Energy
( U PI- Bo s ton , MA) A
Federal offieal said in Boston
Thursday that New England's
need for new energy sources is
"the most critical in the nation",
because the regions economy
will be ruined if they are not
developed. He said that we have
to come up with the energy
equivalent of roughly 2tO
million barrels of oil annually by
1985 just to stay in place. "If we
don't take action, New England
will be out of the running for all
but the service industries."

Escape
(UPI·-Wartburg, TE N N)
Late Thursday night, James Earl
Ray was found guilty of escaping
from a Tennessee prison. Ray
had testified earlier that the
escape was an attempt at a new
trial fo r the King assassination.
He received an additioJ'lal two
years on his ninety-nine year
murder sentence.

Protest

Photos

What

A

by

Jeff

Tunis

Team!

As these photos indicate, the range of entertainment during the
Highlight" held on Saturday night was wide, to say
the least~er of the one-liner. Henny Youngman (left photo),cut
up an audience numbering over 1,700 in the Gym while Paul Demers
(right photo) served as Master of Ceremonies. Paul had his job cut
out for him as Henny's first comment to Paul was:"Next time I visit
Israel I'll have a tree uprooted in your name!" Turn to page five for
the whole scoop on the Parents' Weekend festivities.

"Acq~

(UPI-South Africa) More
arrests of student demonstrators
were reported Thursday in
South Afri ca as jud ica !
maneuvering silenced, at least
foe 17 days, comment on the
death of black leader Steve Biko.
The 14 youths arrested in a town
250 miles from Johnnesburg
were protesting segrega ted
education. They hurled stones at
passing vehicles,police say, and
set fires in a high school
building. Police responded with
dogs and night sticks to braek up
the.crowd.

p--- --
I EDITORIAL I
I..________111
EMPHASIS I
Pa e 2

Pictures can often convey an impression with much more impact than
words. Poets like Poe and novelists like Hemingway were capable of using
words to create a sensation nearly as vivid as the actual experiences they
so~ght to portray. Factors beyond my control prevent me from summoning
theIr talents, however, I shall attempt to communicate my thoughts to you
I
and bolster my editorial emphasis with some visual assistance.
Last week's editorial emphasized vandalism at Bryant and the very real
dilemma which exists as a result of an unknown number of "campus
wreckers". I posed some possible solutions for the problem last week, but
have since reflected upon my statements as a result of inputs from various
s~ctors of the campus community.
Words alone will do nothing to spur the student body to deal with
destruction . on their campus. Perhaps words are just too vague to
communicate the seriousness of vandalism at this institution. That which
fails ~o become a visible part of our lives fails to exist as a matter of concern
or disturbance. I can tell you about the damage and fill you in on all of the
nitty-gritty, but you will probably come away with only a fleeting concern for
the problem I present. The crux of the problem is that too many students fail
to recognize the problem at all, preferring to dwell on their everyday
routines.
For this very reason, The Archway is intent on giving students no choice
in this matter. In future issues of this newspaper, we will present graphic
examples of the nature of vandalism at Bryant College. Our staff
. photographers will roam around the campus followingup reports of damage
and record on film the destructive marks upon an otherwise handsome
campus. Perhaps by confronting you with a barrage of evidence, we can
arouse your anger and inspire your cooperation in cracking-down on the
"campus wreckers".
We are not alone in our concern for this situation. Every major student
organization has voiced its support for this cause. The administration has
pledged its full support for our efforts in er.lightening students as to the
costs, consequences and wastes vandalism presents. Your efforts are
needed , as well, if success is to be had . In the near future, it is possible that
we will have created some system to allow students to provide information
a~ut campus vandals and do so without divulging their identity. When we
strike fear in the hearts of the vandals, perhaps then we can spend time on
constructive concerns, rather than on measures to alleviate destructive
ones.
Some damage is inevitable. College students are not by nature the most
docile of creatures, but this provides no support (or the type of behavior
evidenced of late.
One closing thought: Undoubtedly, a good number of the vandals do their
handiwork "under the influence". Given the prevalence of vandalism at
Bryant, does this fact ra·ise questions about another social III which has
gripped our community?

WHAT A WEEKEND!
Dear Editor,
This article is 'intended to
thank aU those who prov ided
th ei r services this past
Parent's Wee kend . No matler
how minute it might seem to
you, each individual deserves
much credit.
Gr oups like the Parents
Weekend Committee, Greek
Letter Counci l, and Brycol
coord inated the weekend but
individuals prov ided the sweat
and smiles that were necessary.

By thanking "individ ua ls" I've
seemed to shorten my article, so
I'll mention two people, Sue
Krupski and Sharon McGarry.
Many thanks to both of you.
Parents'Weekend was hectic,
and nerve-racking, but above all
successful. Now that I've
accomplished my purpoe I'll end
the article saying thanks again to
all those sweaty smiles out there.
Ray Shideler, President
Student Senate
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As many townhouse people are already aware there seems to be a conflict ..._ _ _ _ _ _.."_ ..-;;.-_ -_ _ _-I
with pedestriams and cars and trucks at the intersection of dorm 12 & 13
and the path going down to the townhouses.' It seems as though certain
drivers think of the road going down to the Country Comfort as a "drag
stiip." I have seem quite a few large trucks, security vehicles, resident
drivers and non-resident drivers doing in excess of 40 miles per hour. Is this
a reasonable speed for a parking lot area?
I have heard of many students who have almost gotten hit in ~his area.
There have been quite a few cars which have already been damaged.
I, as a townhouse resident, naturally stop at the four way intersection and
look for on-coming trucks and cars. Some drivers do slow down at this
intersection, others do not. To those of you who don't--how much time do
I would like to take this
you really think that you are saving? How would you feel if suppose someday opportunity to thank everyone
you hit someone by accident? People are going in and out of those parking who helped in any way with this
lots all the time. There are people playing frisbees, cars pulling in and out of
the parking lot and people generally walking around. Try and be considerate past weekend. A successful
weekend such as this could have
and watch out for the other guy, particularly at night.
This problem may have to be resolved through a speed bump, or else a never been possible if it was not
stop sign at that intersection, since a part of the problem is outside trucks. for t·he support of so many
You could receive a ticket for not stopping at the stop sign. If that ticket is organizations and students. On
not paid your Academic Records and grades could be withheld.
the Parents Weekend Comm
This applies to all parking lot area. People play in them, cars pull in and ittee alone we had over fifty
out, and I do not believe that anyone is going to be impressed by your people. They include Bruce
"peeling out." It looks and sounds really impressive, but somebody or Becker, Lori Boustania, Patty
something may be hurt. Save your fun for someplace else.
Brennan, Pat Burns, Nancy
Cahir Barbara Carmel, Paul
Carr, Bill Carrington, Deb
Carroll, Sue Chan, Ann Ciaccio,
Barry Ciarlelli, Denise
Cunningham, Lorrie Fain, Clair
G iova netti, Rochelle Gottlieb,
Nancy Hart, Dean Hummel,
Robin Lyon, Mike ManseUa,
Carla Marcinowski, Collin
McCormick, Lynn McCary.
Caren NcGauley, Robb i n
Oakley, Lisa Paquin, Cindy
Pelletier, Ken Peieriera, Scott
Pinette, Rich Pou li n, Sue Savitt,
Lynn Sears, Tim Shea, Marion
Shean, Peter Sygnator, Diane
Studwell, Kathy Sullivan, Pam
S wan. Elaine Wertz, Peg White,
and Laurie Zuk. The above
people helped with such things
as stuffing envelopes. Collecti ng
tickets, decorating the gym,
setting
up chairs, and
Edftors-in-Chief
waitressing
or watering.
: indy Rowan .. . ............................ Steve Sellers
,
Anyone who went to the
Business M anager .. .'; ..................... . George Dooley
Casino Octoberfest could see
News Editor . ........ ... .... ... .. ...... , .. J.W. Harrington
t ha t it was s pon sor ed
Sports Editor ........ ... .... ... _.. .... ...... . .. Jeff Tunis . beautifully. This was done by
Advertisin g Editor ..... . ............... Dea n Marchessault
Mike Sullivan and the Greek.
Entertainment Editor ... . . . . , ................. Craig Perry
Letter Cou ncil. The Casino was
Photography Editor .. ............ . .......... Bob ElIswOlth
approx imately fifteen games,
Asst. Photography Editor . .. . ........... _., Michael Brand t
with play money, beer sales, and
Production Manager .... . .... , . ..... . ..... Mark Van Dyne
a German band. The entire
Assoc. Production Manager .............. . Dennis O'C;:onneli
operat ion was run by the Greeks,
Administrative Secretary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Maureen Lyons
each wearing t heir own colo rs. It
was very impressive to the
Staff:
Parents. The admission to this
Paul Demers, Linda Hol~erson , 10n Joslow, Ed
News:
event was free.
Kasinskas, Donna Lampen, Candy LaBombard , Lynn MacRae,
The faculty communi ations
Jay Metzger, Jayne Morris, Dennis O'C onnell, Peter Paulousky, . was a big success and lasted over
Ia n Pierre, Liz Windbiel
the time it was supposed to. A
special thanks to all of the
Sports: Jerry Gaynor, Debbie Luciano, Craig Lustig, Mike
teachers who attended the event.
Nevins, Dick P omerantz, Fred Tanguay, Joe Welch, Pat Willaims
For the early risers on
Entertainment: Debbie Brunner
Saturday, the Skydiving Club
sponsored a live jumping
Photographers: Lloyd Beale, Chris Blasko, Tom Carberry, Sue
exhibition right in the fro nt
Chan. Ann Ciaccio, Bruce Coates, Mano Howard, Jane
circle. After, clubs inclUding the
Lumsden, Sean McNamee, Karen A. Miller, Ken Sorge. Elaine
Masquers, The . Accounting
Wuertz.
Association, Big Brothers ,
. Production: Karen Berube, Patty Brennen, Ron Bunce, Robert
Servitium Club and others had
Jean, Thomas Markoski, Cindy Pelletier, Barbara Strain,
a booth to show the Parents
Kathy Sweeney
what our clubs provided fo r
students.
Business: Richard Rose
Then there is Brycol. This
Phototypsetter Operators: Lynda Babitz, Claire Giovanetti,
weekend Brycol not only served
Carol Grills, Kathi Jurewicz, Susan Neville; Janis Reed
the students, but the parent's as
THE ARCHWA Y i. compole(l weeKlY ounn81he ..cademic year e"cludin8 vacations by the
well. Jon Joslow was the
undcrlladuate students of Bryant Collcac. The publisher is Bryanl Co11c8e. Tbis new. paper it
coordinator. They provided the
wrillen and edited entirely by a sludent staff and no form of ccn50rship at all is exerted on-the
bar at the enjoyable semi-formal
contents or style of any ISSue. The news arid opinions expressed in this publication arc tho.e of·
the · students and may not necessarily . reflect the official ';ews of the faculty \ and
dance and at Saturday' s
admininltration of Bryant College. THE ARCHWAY is printed by Salt us Press. 24 Jo1ma
highlight. They h~d menus
Road. Worcester, MassachusetlS 01604. by offset .
printed,
cheese and cracker
Copy considered objectionable by the Edilorial Board will not be aecepled. Anounccmentl
plates and even flowers for the
and news releases from the ColI ••e and 5urroundins comunity arc printed at the discretion of .
the Editor in Chief.
workers. It was an outstanding
Offices are located on the third floor, east winloftlle Uninrueture. Mailinlladdrcss 15 CO" 37. • job by an outstanding group.
Bryanl CollcJc. Smithfield, Rhode Island 02917. OffICe pbona.i.(40I) 2:JI~1 mo, e"tension) II
conI. /0 p. 5, col. J

A Note
of Thanks

Dear Editor,
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Halloween Mixer,
The Student Programming
Board presents its annual
Halloween Costume Mixer
Saturday, October 29, from 9
p.m. to I a.m., featuring music
bj Verbs. Free admission for
Bryant students with I.D. and
$1.50 for ' guests. Guest passes
must be obtained at the Student
Senate Office.
Dr . O'Hara, Dr. Joan
Marsella and Mr. Jerry Ramos
will act as judges for the
Costume contest, awarding
prizes for:

I) Most original individual
costume-$25.00
2) Most traditional (keeping
with the Halloween theme)
$25.00.
3) Best group costume-$50.00.
The three judges will be
observing the costun',es f ',m 9
p.m. to II p.m. and C\(' ~. :
rs
will be announced at I : . .:) rn.
All costumes must be ill g•. ( ~.
taste. No one will be admr.:·
wearing inappropriatt' .J i
offensive attire. Only Biyar
students are eligible for prizes.

Attention Freshman and
Transfer Students
An assembly has been
scheduled at 12:00 noon and
again at 3:00 p.m. in the
Auditorium on November 10,
1977. Purpose: To talk about
Preregistration. Please try to
attend one of these sessions.

October 31, I 977-Connecticut
Mutual Life

On-Campus Recruitment
Schedule

Nov. 4, 1977-Arthur Young &
Co.

Nov. I, 1977-Arthur Young
Co.

~

Nov. 2, 1977-Metropolitan Life
Insurance
Nov. 3, 1977-Dealer Co-op

S.P.B; Notice
The Student Programming
Board has developed three
committees to work on
developing a varied program of
entertainment for the Bryant
community this year.
The three committees are:
I) ACTIVITIES PLANNING
COMMITTEE-Responsibilities
are to research and prepare
special programs and events to
be held on campus. This includes
the development of a weekend
schedule for the annual Winter
Weekend and Spring Weekend,
and also to research and prepare
various concerts for both the
Fall and Spring semesters.
2) WEEK ENTERTAINMENT
CO M MITTE E- Responsibilities
are to research and prepare
entertainment to be put on at

any time during the week or on
weekends.
3) LECTURE AND CULT
URAL PROGRAM PLAN
NING COMMITTEE-Respons
ibilities are to research and
present cultural and informative
programs to be held throughout
each semester,
Members of the Student
Programming Board make up
the membership of these
committees, but meetings are
open to all students, so this is
your opportunity to let us know
what kind of events you would
like to have here this year, and
what performers you would like
to see. For further information,
including the time and place for
each committee meeting, please
contact Chris VanLuling in the
Senate Office.

Public Administration News
The Public Administration 10:00 Detarnowsky
Department will be offering P.A.300 Policy Making Process
these courses for the Spring of TTh 10:00 W 9:00 Camp
1978. Keep in mind when pre P.A.400 Public Administration
registration rolls around in the Budgeting MWF 12:00
DeTarnowsky
next ~ew weeks.
P.A.200A Introduction to
Public Administration MWF
8:00 STAFF
P . A.200B Introduction to
Public Administration MWF

If you have any questions
concerning the courses or the
major itself contact Dr.
DeTarnowsky, room 228 or call
231-1200 est. 264.

Accounting Association
How To Take
An Interview
Will be the topic of the
Accounting Association meeting
this Tuesday, November I, at
3:15 in room 386 A & B. Dan
Schmidt, recruiter from Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. will
give practical suggestions and
procedures to follow for that all
important interview. The
meeting is open to all majors,
and members of the Bryant
community.

Vita Tax Seminar
The Bryant Coliege Account
ing Association has arranged
with the IRS Office in
Providence to provide a tax

preparer's seminar in January at
the IRS headquarters in
Providence. Due to budget cuts
the course cannot be offered on
campus as in the past.
The seminar will consist of 16
hours of training during working
hours. Upon completion,
participants will be expected to
provide tax assistance to groups
such as the elderly, disadvant
aged people, and students.
Anyone interested must
su bmi,t their names and
addresses to Box 1460 Bryant
College by November 18, or see
Jim Standish at an Accounting
Association meeting. For
further details plea5e call 23-2
0008.
.
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Student Senate

Student

Senator -

... Student Senates' own Big
Foot. As an actively involved
Junior from Ridgewood, New
Jersey; Keith is majoring in
Institutional Management and
enjoys life at Bryant.
Keith has had a lot of
experience in the Management
field and hopes to get involved in
Hotel Administration after
college. He started working for a
Beach Equipment Rental
Agency because he "enjoyed the
atmosphere," and with hard
work and determination, he
took over the business and ran it
for four years. He al!>o worked
for a motel last summer which
helped him decide that' the hotel
industry is the place to be.
When asked, "Why did you
decide to come to Bryant," Keith
replied, "I was chosen by a
computer and knew Bryant
would be right for me."
As a new member of the
Senate, Keith is still getting
adjusted. He feels there should
be a lot more involvement in the
Senate from the student body.
He commented, "It's their
money that's being spent by the
Senate, and they should attend
meetings and voice opinions."
Keith is a very active member
of the student body and
attributes this to the fact that he
has become "well adjusted to the
Bryant Community." Some of
his activitie include: Secretary of
Delta Sigma Phi, member of the
Servitum Club, second year

Keith Esmark

member of the Judicial Board,
Chairman of the Committee for
Senior Awards, and a Matshall
in the Pub.
As a Greek, Keith adds to the
representative cross section of
the Senate. He said "Delta Sig
keeps" me rolling." He enjoys
playing soccer and volleyball for
his Fraternity_
"I live by my own standards."
Keith said as he mentioned some
of his other interests. They
include: buying commerative
coins to resell at a later date,

playing cards and Backgammon, '
drinkibg Dr. Pepper, and
relaxing to the music of Boston
and E.L.O.
When asked "What do YO!l
like most about the Senate?"
Keith replied, "The dedication of
the Senate members--they are
people who are willing to try to
change the college even if they do
not succeed.
He advises everyone to "enjoy
Bryant while you can.

Senate News Item
The Senate telephones may be
used by Senators for Senate
related business . Granted,
"Senate related business" os a
vague term. It is up to the
discretion of all Senators to
make sure that the Senate's
phone is not being abused but
being used appropriately. All
registered or non-registered
clubs and organizations must
use phones outside the Senate
office. If the clu b or organization
is registered and has been
appropriated monies, the
following guideline may be
followed:
l. The club must have

budgeted monies for telephone
expense.
2. Receipts for calls may be given
to the Treasurer of the Senate by
one of the club's executive
officers.
3. The receipts will be credited to
the club's telephone expense
account.
The former are guidelines to
follow if registered club or
organization wish to credit
telephone calls. If any quetions
arise, do not hesitate to talk to
me.
Ray Shideler, President
Student Senate

Do You ,Want Something
For , Nothing

lf you do, then the Student that allows him t o sing
Center is the place to be everything from a soft ballad to
Thursday, November 3. Three the raunchiest rock and roll.
Penny Opera, sponsored by the Dave Dirocco is lead guitarist
D.P.M.A. Notice
Student Programming Board, for the group, and he has a style
ATTENTION - Members ofthe will be performing many of your and 'show' all his own with
Data Processing Management favorite selections. For instance, melodic solos. Kris Larsen is
Association! An informative maybe you would like to hear lead female vocalist, and her
meeting will be held on some Bob Dylan, Jim Croce, voice brings a soft, rich fullness
to the harmony of Three Penny
Thursday Nov. 3, at 3:15 in James Taylor, or John Denver?
Opera.
Room 361. Regina Antonucci Or how about the sound of
Don't miss this excellent
and Denis Bouffard, two Fleetwood Mac, Rod Stewart,
chance
to hear some GOO D
students who have participated and many others?
music,
Thursday,
November 3,
in the Federal Summer
beginning
at
nine
o'clock
in the
Chuck
Demers,
the
lead
male
Internship Program, will present
Penny Opera, Student Center. ADMISSION
vocalist
for
Three
and discuss projects worked on
and completed while working has a unique and versatile voice IS FREE!!
for the U.S. Government. The
meeting will be an informal
presentation open to anyone in
the Bryant community
interested in Data Processing.
Find out what it's like to work
for the government and in the
systems field by attending the
meeting. See you there!!!
....- - presents---

JJ

The Library

111

Route 7 Smithfield

Marketing
Club News
The Marketing Club has made
tentative plans to hold a cocktail
party on November 9th. The
event will be sponsored for the
purpose of marketing students,
who would like to speak to
people who are already involved
in a marketing field, on an
informal basis. Definite plans
should be known by Monday
Oct. 31. DON'T FORGET
THERE IS A MARKETING
CLUB MEETING ON
MONDAY OCTOBER 31, IN
ROOM 252, at 3: 15 .
EVERYONE PLEASE AT
TEND. YOUR DUES ARE
DUE!!!

Every Monday Nite--9:00P.M.

r
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TONY GIORGIANNI
AND HIS 15 PEICE
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Upcoming Events
October 29, Saturday

Halloween Mixer featuring "Verb.s" 9
p.m. to I a.m. in the Student Center.
Ock>ber 30, Sunday
Movie: The Omen 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in
the Auditorium.
.
October 31, Monday
Halloween Party sponsored by
BR YCOL. 9 p.m. to I a.m. at" the
Country Comfort
November 2, Wednesday Movie: Network 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in '
the Auditorium.
.
November 3, Thursday
Three Penny Opera-three member
band, quiet- entertainment; singing
accompanied by guitars. 9 p.m. to I
a. m. in the Student Center.
Scott Siderman-Contemporary, folk,
November 5, Saturday
and blues music singer. Plays guitar and
banjo. 9 p.m. to I a.m. in the Country
Comfort.

Ed'sAlmanacEd'sAlmanac
by Ed K.asinskas Jr.
If you want to know what the weather forecast is, but you don't

have access to a radio, TV, or newspaper, the answer is as close as
your phone. The Southern New England Telephone Company began
a weather forecasting service during the past summer. For 18 cents,
it'll tell you what the weather will be in your local area.
Phoning for the weather is nothing new. Those of you who live in
the New Haven; CT area used to be able to dial 772-0410 to get in
contact with the National Weather Service in Bridgeport. If you call
got through, you'd hear a recorded weather forecast which was
similar to the one used on local radio stations.
There was one problem with the old service, however. Very few
people, myself included, were able to reach the weather bureau
because between 80,000 and 100,000 other callers per month were
also trying to get the weather, especially during the summer and .
winter months. This resulted in an almost contino us busy signal
(even in the wee hours of the morning) and many times the circuits
would get jammed affecting other phone customers.
To relieve the problem, a national telephone weather reporting
system was developed by AT&T and the National Weather Service,
which is a part of the U.S. Commerce Department. Many Bell
System companies now offer this service. In Connecticut, the
National Weather Servi~ at Windsor Locks provides the forecast, I
dividing the state into four weather zones. As conditions change, the
forecast is updated. The phone company doesn't expect to make any
profit from the new service. The 18 cents is based on the cost
necessary to recover expenses.
The number to dial in Connecticut is 1-936-1212. This is the same
number used by the other Bell Systems across the country. Here in
Rhode Island, New England Telephone does not have the service at
the present. time, but you can still dial 1-738-1211 to reach the
National Weather Service at State Airport in Warwick.

Talent Coordinator Helps Minorities

By Jayne Morris
Many students are probably
Originally from Melbrook,
unaware that Bryant now has a
New York, Ms. Heisel has done
talent coordinator-Ms. Roberta
quite a oit of traveling-Boston,
Heisel. She defines her job as
Iowa, Texas, even a uranium
"increasing" the opportunities
mine in Wyoming. Sbe is now
for minorities and the
residing in Smithfield (Yes, there
disadvantages from an
are people living here, believe it
educational viewpoint.
or not.)
Currently she is coordinating
Previously, this job was carried
the efforts of the Career Day to
out by the administration and
be presented by Wantu Wazuri.
faculty, but in S~ptember of this
The
progam will involve six area
year Ms. Heisel was
hired.
There
\
high schools with about 90-100
are many students who have
high school juniors and seniors.
educational, economic, and
Ms. Heisel feels it is important to
cultural limitations, and Bryant
include eleventh graders in order
aims to make them realize that
to give them the opportunity to
"business is a viable alternative"
prepare
for college eady (taking
Ms Heisel received her
such goodies are algebra). "The
Associate of Science degree in
merchandising from Elmira
students should prepare himself
College in New York in 1955. 1971, she graduated from Rhode to benefit from what Bryant has
She then worked in Filene's in Island College with a Bachelor to offer."
Boston. After her marriage, she of Science degree in Political
resumed her education, taking Science and Public Service
During September, Ms .
(minor in Sociology). She is now
courses at Ohio State and Drake
Heisel
visited other campuses to
taking a graduate co~rse in
University. She was also a
see
how
her job was handled in
counseling, but IS undecided as
member of the League of
other
places.
She is now involved
Woman Voters, which involved to a major for her masters in the Urban League, Vietnam
degree. She has also worked as a
housing and integration of
political consultant (legislative vets and recently joined the New
public schools. As consultatnt to
aid) in the Rhode Island Senate England Association Educat
the Governor in Texas, she dealt
ional Opportunity Program,
with children, housing, and the for the past three years.
which deals with a trio of federal
She is very excited about programs (Upward Bound;
neighborhood youth corps. In
Bryant, stating that "the Talend Search, Special Services)
students are ~uper," and is serving minorities and the
conI. from p . J co/. 2
pleased that the college wants disadvantages. In a few weeks
Why does Bryant have such a "to provide equal access and she will be going to Boston to '
low percentage of minorities? equal opportunities to attend a federal government .
Dean Nelson offers two possible ,everyone." Ms. Heisel feels that workshop on funding of
reasons. First, he feels many it is good to have a diverse group programs.
minorities are from an urban of students here on campus, ~
For the most part, our new
setting. Bryant is suburban, and "that is the way the real world talent coordinator is very
he feels it doesn't appeal to is." Particularly impressed by pleased with Bryant. She would
individuals from the city. the Career Planning and like to see a new director of
Secondly, he point~ out that Placement Office, she development program, in
minority youths lack business complimented Bryant ' on the investigating sources of
role models.
manner in which they maintain a government funding, but that is
Nelson would like to see a close rapport with the business a matter of the future.
"more culturally diverse" group community.
of students at Bryant. One way
to achieve this is the use of inner
city recruiting. Another
approach is the Talent
By Jay Metzger
Development Progrkm. It was
. designe.d to aid students and
Open house: an informal problems, or whatever else they
monitor their progress while
they were at Bryant. The hospitality or entertainment for may desire. New Directions not
only listens to students, but it
program originally ran from all comers.
That's according to Websters. also provides a tutorial service, '
1968 to 1974, ending because of
a lack of funding, but Dr. But at the Counselling Center and a referral service. There
O'Hara reinstituted the program last Wednesday and Thursday, it seemed to be a general
was that and much more. It was agreement among those who
this year.
Recently, an attempt was a way to get acquainted with the came in that there are students in
made to establish a scholarship Bryant community, and to tell need of the services offered.
fund for minority students. Mr. them what the Center is all Also, that the place is alive and
available to everyone.
C. G. Harden, a '72 Bryant about.
For
those
who
were
nOt
able
alumnus, and the Student
But it was mentioned that
Programming Board co to attend, the Archway now there seems to be one general
brings
the
Open
House
to
you;
sponsored a Gospel concert on
problem among students: most
October 16. The goal was to that is everything but the buffet really don't have an idea of what
establish a $3,000 scholarship, (sorry).
school is. They know the
As was mentioned before, the academic side of school, but they
but because of poor ticket sales,
the effort was unsuccessful. Mr. purpose of the Open House was may neglect the social side. In
Harden's efforts are aimed at to acquaint students with the which case their overall growth
getting more blacks irito the Center itself. Basically, what it is may be incomplete, insofar as
business field . The Program doing, and what it will be doing their ability to deal with people.
ming Board incurred no losses for the Bryant community. The So the open house was held to
from the concert, as Mr. Harden Center consists of New help people realize that there are
Directions , a Chaplaincy people here to help students
absorbed them.
Possible remedies to the Center, and a Talent Develop
recognize the importance of
disproportionately small share ment Center. There is also overall growth, and to assist with
of minorities at Bryant include expansion in the works, with the any other problems they may
inner city recruiting, the hopeful addition of more staff to have.
reinstitution of the talent help with growth groups, and
So, if you weren't able to make
development program, and the skill building programs.
A program that really doesn't it down for the free food on
establishment of a scholarship
get the recognition it richly Wed~esday and Thursday, you
fund.
As a more overall approach to deserves, though, is New really missed a culinary
the problem, an attempt at Directions. Essentially, it's experience beyond words. But .
improving the inner city schools students helping students. It is a you'll never miss the Open
should be made to better prepare place where students can come House, because that goes on year
and talk to someone about their round.
minorities for college.

ANew Direction

Eastern Standard Time goes into affect this Saturday, October 29, so
before going out to party Saturday night turn you clock BACK. one
hour.
Average Length of Day for week: 10 hOurs 25 minutes
Last Quarter Moon: November 3
,

THE LIBRARY
Giant Halloween Party!

Sunday nite, Oct. 30
$25 prize for most unique costume
$25 prize for the ugliest costume
I

No cover charge with a costume.
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After the Arrival of the Acquaintafest
B} Steve Sellers
Compliments, accolades, and
adulations have been flying
around the campus in past days
in response to the fine show
staged for annual Parent's
Weekend. The show began with
organizational open houses and
a "Casino Octoberfest"; the
main attractions were the antics
and stilI-snappy one-liners of
Henny Youngman, the rythym

photo by J . .

Carol Grills pinning
of the "Gotham" trio, and the
grand finale, perhaps somewhat
anti-<:Iimatic, was a day of
reflection and visiting on
Sunday.
A spirit was present in this
year's celebrations which has not
been seen in the history of
Parent's Weekends at Bryant.
Parents were impressed by the
pains which had been taken in
their honor, students were proud
that their parents were proud of
the pains they had laken, and the
administratio n was proud that
the parents were proud that the
students were proud for the
pains they had taken. In short,
everyone relished the events of
the weekend and the air of
quality that the festivities
reflected upon the college.
Sharon McGarry and Sue
Krupski, who probably have
earache.s from the praise they
have received,need no further
compliments from this corner.
The reverberations from the
splendid event must more than
enough payment for their efforts
and the efforts of all
orga?izations and individuals
co nI . p "om p. 2. col. 5
Jack Koes and Saga are next on
the list. Last April Sue Krupski
and I went to Saga requesting a
special menu and special table
cloths. Through their coopera
tion we were able to combine
three meals to have an
assortment that everyone would
like. Saga was most cooperative
with the Parent's Weekend
Committee for the things we
asked. Saga also purchased the
candles that were used Saturday
night, although the ones that
were iaken would have to be
paid for by the Senate. (Anyone
who did take a candle, we would
appreciate it being returned. Just
leave it in the Senate Office, no
questions asked.)
How can we thank Bill Angell
and the work his men did for
setting up and cleaning up for'
Saturday's entertainement. The
men did a fantastic job in
arranging the tables in such a
way that they all fit . It is to be
noted that an event such as this

involved.
Most impressive to this
reporter was the response to
Faculty-Parent Communica
tions. This time, communication
was present and it was nice to
see the questions which parents
and teachers possessed answered
accordingly.
The finer points of the
week nd did not end with these
actlvilies. The "Acqaintafest
Highlight" was just that, with
Henny Youngman addressing a
crowd of more than 1700 in the
Gym. Seated around large
circular tables, the aud ience was
very receptive to Hen'ny's jokes,
which have withstood the test of
time. His performance was crisp,
classic, and definitely in-tune
with his listeners. He received a
standing ovation and acknowi
edged that the crowd was
splendid . "Gotham", the act that
followed Henny's performance,
was not quite as successful in
holding the audience's attention.
The three-man act emphasized
three-part harmony and did
display some very well-timed
and dynamic routines. The
crowd, however, being
somewhat drained by the
perpetual laughter elicited by
. Henny Youngman, did not seem
to have the energy to sustain the
dymanism that "Gotham"
projected.
Compliments also flowed for
Perry Borelli and his Band, who
provided entertainment for the
Friday night dance in the dining
.... II T .... ,,"Iv c'I'ception to this

rule was the typical college male
in attendance, who had to settle
for second fiddle behind the
various fathers present when it
came to dancing with the young
ladies.' SAGA was also
commended for its admirable
performance at both the dance,
in helping out at the
"Acquainafest", and providing
more coffee and doughnuts for
students and parents who
attended the "coffee break" on
Saturday morning.
Lastly, this reporter must
commend Paul Demers for off
his off-beat performance at the
"Acquaintafest" as Master-of
Ceremonies. His efforts, while a
bit shaky at the onset, sooned

"what was that last joke?" The
remainder of the weekend leaves

no - q~estions; it was a solid
success.

Saturday night crowd listening

.

rnuslc I "
. ... .

BOWLING GREEN TAVERN
Niantic Avenue, Cranston
photo by Michael R. Brandt

Parents losing
bloomed into a tougue-and
cheek analysis of college life.
Paul never got the chance to
finish his last joke because of
distractions caused by the set-up
crew for "Gotham". Perhaps the
only question remaining about
this year's Parent's Weekend is

Presents
c~;~~~~~~~~~~,~~

O.J. SULLIVAN
appearing every Wednesday

785-1153
"A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN"
Part-'ftme work darln. school
God Squad singinl
had never been planned before.
Also Charlie Pickett and the
elect r i ci ans are to be
acknowledged. The Enter
tainment was at its best. Keith
Mahler and Zack Lyga booked
the "King of one-liners"-Henny
Youngmen. Indeed, he
entertained the Parents well.
After, Henny signed autographs.
Gotham appeared after Henny
Youngman for a 90 minute act
from the 20's, 30's and 40's.
Peg White was a great help
with the paper work of the
Weekend and special thanks to
Steven "Woo Woo" Ginsburg,
for helping me balance the books
every night.
I would like to say that we
knwo it was very crowded in the
Gym Saturday night, but
everyone was let in. As I said in
the opening speeches that night,
the attendance was a little more
than was anticipated . But it goes
to show that not only are the
students at Bryant College
~pecial, but so are their parents

for taking such an interest in a
weekend that has been planned
for so long. So it was better that
everyone could enjoy the show,
just a bit uncomfortable, than
just a portion of the Parents
enjoying it alone: I would like to
say that 629 people attended the
semi-formal dance on Friday
and over 1725 attended on.
Saturday.
Again the purpose of this
letter is to thank everyone but a
special thanks to Gerri Hura.
She was the one to make sure
every last detail was in place. She
received a warm welcome from
the Parents when whe was
acknowledged Saturday night.
An event is not successful
because of one, two, or even
three people, it is successful
because of people like yourself
getting involved to share your
ideas that make it great.
Remember that the next time the
opportunity arrises to join a
Senate Committee.

Job opportunltles--Take home
.75.00 per week

Get a head start on your
career
No Investment Necessary
TuldoD Aid lor Students 01 All
.Malors
Freshmen thru Seniors
Interviews Thursday Nov. 3,
:I0:OOA.M. to 4:00P.M. Room386A
For more Informatlon.ee Plaoement
OIRoe
interview. by Bryant Aooountin.
Malor and Corporate Read
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photos by Sean McN

Tidbits from United Press International
(UP I-Amherst, MA) Plans to'
have three-thousand studentsl
smoke marijuana on the
A m h erst town common
tomorrow were scrapped at the
last minute today when
promoters of the smoke-in were
told about the legal con
sequences. The state chapter of
the Yippies, which is the Youth
Interna tional Party Popular in
the 1960's, planned to have
students smoking five pounds of
pot to support the lega lization of
Marij uana. The group had even
obtai ned a permit from the town
by billing the gathering as a
'Great Pumpkin Festival' with
live music. But when flyers were
d istributed announcing it wa~ a
'Smoke-In' the application WllS
revoked, and protest organizers
decided to bail out when they
told the demonstrators would all
be busted in Mass.

stamp this year. It shows Santa
Claus arriving down under, on a
surf board _ Clergymen in
Sydney are shaking their heads.
Just another example of the lost,
meaning of Christmas, they say.
(UPI-Dedham) Thirteen
Dedham youths have pleaded
innocent to charges involving
the looting of an 88-car conrail
freight train. Five adults and
eight juveniles were arrested
T uesday night after they
allegedly placed a fallen tree in
the path of a train and then
ransacked the cars. Police said
those arraigned yesterday were
part of a grou p of 100 youths
who had been partying by the.
tracks just before the incident
occurred.

~

Count who!?

IGAVE BLOOD
I will not faint, I will not
faint ...

TODAY

(U Pl-G orda, CA) for sale:

The town of Gorda, California.
Gorda is midway between Los
Angeles a nd San Francisco, with
a population of 20. A Los
Angeles contractor bought the
town 20 years ago. Apparently
considering Gorda has but
li mi t ed development pos
sibilities, he now wants to sell it.
Wha t's thre to do in a town of 20
people? Well, in the words of
Gorda resident Clare Bliss: 'We
A nd n o w , at age 73, bathe every night.'
Robertson isn't sure working in
the' hot West Texas - fields is (UPI~Bangor, ME) Erwin
Kreuz, a West German tourist
worth the effort anymore.
who has been spending a happy,
Robertson says one more year· but unexpected vacation in
is about all he can ta ke.
Mai ne, is going to have his own
piece of the state to visit if he
In a good year, Robertson returns. Bill Elwood of St.
grows 20-thousand pounds of Francis has offered Kreuz two
pumpkins an acre. T he fungus acres of wooded land to bind the
reduced last year's yield to 15 visitor to the state with the "gift
thousand pounds. A late heat of a piece of Maine." Kreuz was:
wave that moved across the flat or ig i n a ll y flying to San
high plains burned the young Francisco on a charter flight
pumpkin this yeilr, reducing his when he misunderstood a
crop to 12-thousand pounds an stewardess and disembarked at
acre.
Bangor while the plane was'
Ro bertson doesn't want to being checked through customs ..
offend any of his customers by
He spent his first several days!
shipping them a load that
contains low quality pumpkins. alone thinking he was in San,
So he makes the buyer come out Francisco. Kreuz finally met'
to his farm to select which some German-speaking people
pumpkins they want.
and learned of his mistake. In the
Robertson says he tried to following week Maine has rolled
.
.
warn a potential buyer that the
crop was poor. When the man out the red carpet for Krenz, and
showed up, he was ' still he has gained nat ion al
astonished at the withering attention.
Kreuz who will finally head for
orange pumpkins.
Produce buyers agree the San Francisco tomorrow
harvest of pumpkins in courtesy of the San Francisc
West Texas this year is low. But Exami~e;, will not have tim~ t~
the buyers also say shoppers take the necessary legal steps to
aren't as interested in pumpkins ' transfer the two acres of land this
lately.
week. Elwood, however, said the
One buyer says people are offer will hold if Kreuz follows
'Gett ing Lazy.' As he puts it, 'It's through on his promise to return
a lot easier to open a can or buy a to Maine next summer.
paper jack-o-hintern.'
A thought for the day:
German poet Joh Heinrich
(UPI ......Sydney, Australia) 'Who does not love wine, women
. The Australian Post Office is and song remains a fool hi
putting out a new Christmas whole life long.'
(UPI-Floydada, TX) Things
are tough in the West Texas
pumpkin patches. To make
things worse, merchants say
people would rather buy a
plastic jack-o-Iantern then carve
the real thing.
Last year a fungus hit B-A
Robertson's 110 Acre pumpkin
patch. This year it was the heat.

OK, you can put the sheet over this one.

Nurse, am I still alive?

NIIPPY Blffllf/IIY,
PizZII Hutl '
photos by Sean McNamee

And the winner is ...
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iTbe Curse of John Mowryl
5

Did you know that Bryant
is surround('d by a
5 mysterious atmosphere? The land
5 we now occupy was donated by
~ Earl S . Tupper, one of the
5 pio neers of the plastic industry .
~ Tu pper moved to Florida and
5 gave 220 acres to the college. Did
5 he move from the land or did he
~ escape from the lAnd?
5
Before Tupper owned the
5 land, it belonged to John Mowry.
§ John Mowry was a practici ng
5 physician around the late 1700's
~ . and early 1800's. At that time
§ the technology of medi cme was
5 not too well advanced, It was a
~ common practice of that time to
5 dig up recently buried corpses.
5 Mowry was no different. What
they did was mate an autopsy on
§ the deceased bodies. After a fe~
5 years, Mowry decided that thiS
E practice was apinst his religious
~ College

Talk about wallflowers ...

i

::~u' l, \n~Wlllil&lU':UUIe'V'''''':

5 Society o f Friends). He then
~ began to investigate the cause of
§ death before the burial. He was
~ ahead of his time.
5
One day he made the fatal
mistake of declaring a pe~ n
E dead before he really was. It Just
iii so happened that the stricken
iii pecs o n was Alice Mowry, a
~ relative . Because of his religious
~ background , Mowry decided that
§ he would perform the autopsy as
§ soon as possible so that Alice
§ could "pa ss into the spirits
iii brighter light. " Mowry performed

E

Some of the kitchen help

Bryantonians prove once again that they
knO'W how to have good time..•

Fill 'er up, Pete!

§ 10/25/14
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I wish that photographer would leave ...

§
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AT BRYANT

studf'nts of Bryant
~ College hav(' probably bet'n hit
:: the hardl'~ t or an yone bv th('
§ t rx t b ook pro blr m. Some arl'
5 sufft;ri ng from thl' lack of boo ks
§ and others by th(' I.ligh t'xpl'ns(' of
~ bool<:s .. .
_ ... 0 th I' r studl'nts TPaliz('
E possiblr probh'ms thl' Barn('sand
5 Noblr lIst'd book Ilu rchasl's can
5 1'Tt'atl' ... On(' s(udrn t ml'nl1o nf'd
§ thiS by sa~' ing, "I\pcausp you
E ('an't lt'll wkat book is going to
§ bl! uSl·d thr nt'xl srm!'stl'r
E f'vf' ryonl' dumps all thrir books
5 With Barnes and Nob'" \I~pd bot)k
§ sa les . Nob ()dy wants Lo get
5 .,tu('k ."
..
('on ~'Nn illg 1Ill' UnnN'!·ssar.
5
§ high pr i('l'~ of boo ks. olH' studt'nt
~ ,um nll'd Il lip perrl'('lI y wit h,
~ "Th('Y cion't r('ali7.!' books cost a
:: lot of bn'ad ."
§
The instructors of Bryant
5 College ar(' also concerned with
~ the textbook shortage . The
E instructor.; arl' th .. ones who have
~ to find t:1P imm('diat(' remedy
5 wht'n a hook is temporarily nolo
§ a va i labh' to somr. This is a
§ difficult ~'robll'm.. . ..
5
w(' first spoke with · Mr.
§ Y 0 r k s (C h air man Q f

110/27/67

an autopsy on a living specimen . 5
The operation was performed on ~
the Eve of the Hallow, thus her E
spirit could rise on All Soul'S E
Day.
~
But, since she wasn 't really 5
dead, her spirit coul d not Tlse. i
She had nowhere to go except to 5
remai n behind and haunt the man::
who had performed th e i
disasterous deed. She haunted
him and haunted him, Finally , he §
cou ld no longer take it an d hung §
himself, one year to the day and 5
hour after her death. She §
. contin ued to haunt the property, 5
however. Old man Tupper once §
reported seeing a rope appear 5
before his eyes on his acquired ~
property. The exact location was ::
never found again.
~
Legend says that the r
~
""1 ..........
and nour and the oae spirit will E
rise f ro m the grave of . 5
descende nt of Mowry. The exact §
time is now known but Saturday
is the Eve of Hallow.
§
One other fact . John Mowry
and o thers of his family are
buried in a family plot on the ~
property we now inhabit. The 5
gate was rusted shut when some §
friends and I stum bled upon the §
cemetery. Upon a second visit , I ~
fou nd the gate open with no sign E
of force visi ble. Will the rope ~
reap pl'ar; will the spiri t rise? Will §
the John Mowry curse remam
with us?
.E

He is everywhere. Don't try
to hide, for he will find you.
He's the type that meets you
once and thinks you owe him
something for this mere privilege. He's the one who sneaks
up to you in the Union, and
right in the middle of your
salami sandwich, he dives head-

~a

!

Manag rm(' n L/ P s y ch o logy i
Departmf'nt ,. and his views. we I
ff'lt. prod ll('t'd thl' idral situa tion 5
for c hoosi ng a text. In th is i
d!'part mt' nt thl'rl' is unirormitv
amongst Lh(' sam(' courst's- the ~
teachers c OIl('ctiv('ly Sf'lect a ~
book. ..
_
... W(' thf'n spokf' wit h ~1r. ~
Wood (Chairman of Mat h('matil'S ::
~)I'partm l!nl) , who !;8id tha t an §
adoption pilln would bf'rxlrl'mely §
difficult because of the teat'her.;' 5
(in the Math Depa rt m.e nt) ~
inabili ty to agrt'l' on one book for ::
a period of timp ..... .
~
if' a tw() ·year adoption plan j
was instit utrd, a student ta king a 5
certain cllu rs(' ill a semrstrc could 5
'!l e i I h is books back to the 5
bookstorr at the end of the ~
sem('~tl'r ..... ·
i
A two·year adoptiong plan E
has to include a provision to ~
allow instructors tht' freedom Lo 5
rhoose th('ir textbooks. We ha ve E
found that teachprs art' sincerely 5
concerned with giving the 5
students the best possibl(' coursl' , ~
Alan Chep, Chairman
Lynnda PolI('n, Senator ~
•
Fred Leonard , 5
Speaker of the CouncH 5

e

i

Boys I Can Do Without

The lirst-time.away-fromhome freshman.

§

I

long into "How do I love Thee,'· ::
while planting Lassie kisses 01 5
your neck. If you objet'l, he ~
thinks you are only too shy to 5
tell him your true feelings- i
namely. your undying passion 5
for the GREAT ONE. Actually, ~
'ie does this to every girl who j
.viii sit still long enough to 5
~et a sponge bath. Throw him a 5
dog biscuit somebody.
~
Oh, when will he ever i~rn! §
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POETIC INTERLUDES
The Poet
By Jay Metzger
He lives in a world of fantasy.
A world of images and words floating aimlessly
in space.
He is the only one who can bring the right
images and words down to earth.
Then he carefully molds them into the sensitive
emotion of a poem.
He is the poet.
Through him, we see our inner self, our
true emotion.
He is the interpreter of our dreams, as he brings
them to life with his magic pen.
Like the painter's brush, the poet's pen is
the instrument of expression.
From which his emotions meet and flow together
with yours, till they become one.
His inspiration comes from a source known only
to him, yet it seems to come from everyone.
He is the lonely resident in his world.
Many times, he is not understood by others.
His emotions remain locked in a paper prison
desparately waiting to be set free.
The images that were so carefully painted,
become blurs on the convas of reality.
He feels rejected and alone, in a world of
cold people
The inspiration no longer radiates around
him, but instead. vanishes like a dying
star.
He is left with nothing but his pen.
But even the magic of the pen has vanished
from his weakened grasp.
His life has become a tangled mass of words
and emotion looking for a place to call
home.
. Then, like the new day, everything is
right again
He has endured.
Once his words paint their beautiful

This Computer -has no logic
'The printer wiU not list
It thinks I don't belong here
It says I don't exist

After the initial meeting
Friendship expands into a relationship
Of warmth, caring, and growing
Of sacrificing your needs for someone else's
And of being yourself.

The terminals never work right;
The disc drive's out of whack.
They fake; they're always broken
I wish we'd send them back
The Gandalf just ignores me
The b - - --d's never working
Whenever its lights are flashing
You'd swear that it was jerking

When it has matured
And your years together have turned golden
You can reflect on happy memories
Of the past.

Now the C.P.u. is upNow the C.P.U. is downNow I don't know where it is
It runs us 'round and 'round

Your friends are everywhere
It's the enemies that you make.
by P. L. Dove

OI'Chuck is in command here
,And jane is his first m ate
It makes you think of Captain Kirk
And Spock out on a date

You Get What
You Pay For

We proved you wrong
We stuck it out
Here's what we say to you:

So when you come to Bryant
To use the B.T.I.
You'd better wear a pair of boots
it's piled a mile high!

We got the best
Like all the rest, but
you say you got the screw

B,K,T

And now you wish
You had "The Cat,"
And even Reggie, too

Come with me,

we'll ride wild turtles

So all I'll say
Is open up
Your Hearts and Moneybook

picturE...

or roller skate through fields
of multi-colored umbrella plants.
We11 hold hands and eat marshmallow sandwiches.
washed down with chocolate lemonade,
and when we're through
111 serenade you on my cigar-box guitar.
You11listen--111sing
of love and basketballs,
then your eyes will grow heavy
and I'll watch over you as you sleep
until it rains silver dollars from polka-dot clouds.
Come with me.
by P. L. Dove

'Cause the only way
• You11 win next year
Is to take and not be took.
JJT

The Library

t

~

Presents Columbia Recording Artists

~

•
*
Dulle lind The Drivers
~

*

Monday November 7

at 9:00 p.m.

MENU
LUnch

Dinner

10/ 29

BRUNCH W/BACON

Flank Steak
Beef Stew
Meat Ball Sandwich

10/30

BR UNCI:' W/ HAM

Roast Beef Au Jus
Veal Scaloppini
Variety Omelets

10/31

Hot Turkey Sandwich
Ground Beef & PotiJto Pie
Fruit Plate wjCottage Cheese
Corned Beef
Chicken Salad

Baked Chicken
Oven Broiled Fish
Beef Ravoli
Hamburger

II j I

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Tuna Noodle Casserole
Cold Plate
Cold Meat Grii4laer
Egg Salad

Grilled Ham Steak
Spaghetti w/Meat S-.,.
Blueberry Crepes
Cheeseburger

11/2

Little Abner
Hot Dog & Baked Beans
Fruit Salad w/ Cottage Cheese
Sliced Turkey
Tuna Salad

Grilled Chopped Steak
Corned Beef & Ca bbage
Turkey Pot Pie
.
Grilled Cheese

A limited number of tickets will be sold.

The James Montgomery Band

.~

October 29, 1977 to November 2, 1977

Tickets: $3.00 in advance
$3.50 at the door

Coming November 16

"

So they paid a lot of money
Now look at what they've got
A million dollars all tied up
A Helluva lot of Rot

.You Red Sox Fans
With all your lip
What are you going to do

Once again his emotions flow together with
yours, til they become one.
Long live the poetl
And long live his inspiration.

t

Bryants B.T.I.

You can't make friends
They're already there
Waiting for the first word to be spoken
Which breaks the silence
That keeps you apart.

1-:::: -_ 1
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WJMF Airs Saturday
Starting this Saturday WJMF
resumes Saturday programming
with hours from 3 to 12. Keep
listening as WJMF increases its
hours for our listeners.

RIDE BOARD
The WJMF Ride Board IS
here to serve you. Check it out in
. the station (in the Student
Affairs-Financial Aid corridor).
WJMF wants to help you to
get where you want to go. Post
your message on the Ride Board
in the station.

I.S.0. Meeting
The International Student
Organization. is welcoming all
American and foreign students,
undergraduate and graduate,
who are interested In
international matters-
gastronomic, cultural, and
pOlitical--to its first meeting of
the semester in Room C-351 at
12:00 noon on November I.
The ISO has had an envious
record of superb gastronomic
dinners, cultural events, fine
speakers, and participation in
National Model United Nations.

Annual Bake Sale
Watch for the annual bake
sale of the Bryant Women's
Association. The date is
Wed'n esday, November 16.
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L.E. Meeting

Brewery Trtp

Because of the bomb scare on
Tuesday, October 25, the L.E .
Association rescheduled the
meeting for this Tuesday,
November I, in Room 261 at 3:15
p.m. All interested students are
welcome to attend.

All studeq!s who have won the
trip to the Anhauser Bausch
Brewery in Merrimack, NH, for
Friday, November 18 please
contact the Office of Student
Affairs before Friday,
November 4 to confirm your
reservation.

Resume Problems?
Having problems with your
resume? Wondering what to
include and what to leave out?
Having difficulty deciding which
format is most appropriate for
you?
The Career Planning and
.Placement Office is offering
several workshops at various
times for interested seniors on
RESUME WRITING .
Workshops will be limited to
5-6 students and will meet for
approximately one hour.
Dates and times for the
workshops are:
Fri., Nov. 4 1:00 p.m.
Tues., Nov. 153:00 p.m.
Mon. , Nov. 21 1:00 p.m.
Interested seniors should sign
up for the time of their choice in
the Career Planning and
Placement Office with Barbara
Tavares Placement Secretary.

Sale

Help a Boy
Become a Big Brother. For more
information leave your name,
address; and phone number in
Big Brother post office box
located in the Student Office and
a Big Brother Rep. will contact
you.

·c···. . :..

ur . ' tVilMMiil:
. 1
·wanted
'. . ·

IJI

,.,z

q

lr-.....,

\ _.:... liJ ' _ .wl

. U:I ··

~oommates
Either I or 2 students needed
to share a duplex house with 2
other guys. Own bedrooms, 6
miles from Bryant. Please call
232-0880 for information.

Christmas Help
Have openings for students in
all majors, from 15hr/ week
minimum. Local areas, flexible
hours, scholarships available.
Call 434-8900 between the hours
of 9:00-5:00.

"'

SPARE TIME BUSINESS
~r .own ~tltabI. vending bullne... S200 to MOO monthly . .mlnga
In you,..,.,. time (dey or eve.). NO SElLING. "eetected. you will
..mcing compMY ....,118hed EXCLUS lYE 1oc8t1on..
OUR ~ANY .8 A IUPPUIR OF

NAIISCO MACK ITaMS.
REQUIREMENTS: 11.000 to S5.ooo CASt1INVESTMENT.
(eecuNd by m.chlne. 8ftd merchendl..,
good cfler1lCter. dependabl. 8Uto. and IS to 9 sp.re hours _kly. Income
...". Immed'*'Yl We 8upp1y product. mact\mes. IOC8tions. ell~nsion
ttn.nclno. buy beck option. 8ftd profeulon81 guidence. If you .re alnc.fely
.........d In .otvIno for !hili genuine opportunity 'ow.rd financial auc
........... 0" ., wnte (Incfude pIIone number) lor peraonal Interview

'n,ourarMlo:
MR. ROBERT L ANDERSON
WORLD INDUSTRIES, INC.
Executive Suite 303
1919 East 52nd Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205
Telephone (317) 257-5767

Guaranteed lowest stereo
Position: Part-time work-
typing and shorthand. Regular prices, or complete refund. 300
work through Intersession. 10-15 brands of equipment. Call
hours a week. Hours flexible. Mark, 232-0214 Dorm f()-442
commuter student only. See Dr.
Fischman. Office number 330
35mm camera, - Mira~da
any day at 3: 15 p.m. Leave Senorex II. Comes with a 50mm
message with name, telephone lens with an aperture opening of
number, and what hours to call. 1.8 to 22 and a shutter speed of
up to 1,000. The camera is in
good shape but needs some
work. I would prefer to sell it to a
knowledgeable photographer. I
am asking $50 for it. Please
contact Sean in Dorm 2, Room
212 or phone 232-0275.
.

~

. Light blue cordorouy blazer
The College has available for
with dark blue elbow patches.
sale some used classroom
.,1
Selectric typewriters, calculators
Lost two weeks ago.
Call
.'
perso~al
Debbie, 232-0003.
Very
and dictation units.
Help Wanted
The typewriters will be sold
Important!
i .
for $200.00 each; the calculators
Chuckie: - -'
To all persons interested in a
and dictaphone units for $25 .00 career of sales or marketing:
Welcome back (again.) It
each.
seems thought that your
WJMF is looking for sales
The sale will be held from representatives to represent the
standing reservati Oil . has been
October 27 thru November 3. If station out in the field in
taken by Miss Sue. A thousand
ii ..
you are interested in one ofthese securing sponsorship time for
..L~.I . .__ . "*2 .~ . pardons. Also, please no more
urits, contact the Purchasing broadcasts, sports events and
calls on Saturday, at 8:30 a.m.
Office - extension 289 - from 8:30 mixers. This position is paid by
You know how I'm cranky then.
For Sale-1973 Oldsmobile
a.m. to 4:30 p.m on these dates. !commission. A car is necessary.
Insincerely, B.P.
This sale is open to the Bryant !contact Greg Gensler or Steve Cutlass Supreme 2-DR H.T.
Thanks, to all the members of
Community only and there is a Feinberg any afternoon at the Vinyl roofrally wheels P.S. P.B.
very low mileage excellent the Parents' Weekend com
limit of one unit of each type per Istation.
condition call 232-0291
•mittee for a beautifully planned
person.
' and enjoyable weekend! Your
hard work really paid off!
1970
Dodge
Charger.
In
good
the world.
to sit down with any student and condition. Call Tim at 232-0413.
G. Hura
• Interviews with companies is give advice on how to apply out
another possibility. Even though of state. Manv state govern
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
many companies coming to ments will send job bulletins
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
!!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
8ryant aren't recruiting L.E. directly to your door on a
majors, these students should regular basis upon request.
sign up for the interviews just the Many states are willing to hire
same. The companies will be non-resident help. In some cases
glad to talk to you, and in many any exams required can actually
Do you know all the sports that the Bryant Indians compete in? In
cases Bryant students have be taken in your home state. It's
found placement in the security simply a matter of getting your case you can't name all thirteen varsity sports, they're listed below.
sections of these companies. . state office to coordinate the They are also hidden in the word diagram. See if you can find them
Unfortunately, many require exam with the office in the state by reading forwards, backwards, up, down, and diagonally. Good
you to start at gaurd level instead you are taking the exam for. One luck!
of management. However many notable example of a state which
. Swimming
Field Hockey
Indians
companies (including many allows this is Wisconsin.
Tennis
Golf
Baseball
security corporations) also have
•
Resumes
are
the
final
point.
Track
Ice
Hockey
Basketball
management level entry jobs.
Volleyball
Soccer
Bowling
The more interviews you have Send them everywhere and
anywhere. For the price ofa case
Softball
Cross-Country
the greater your chances.
of Heineken you can blanket
.Personal initiative is
K
A B
E
S
L
A
B
T
0
L
C
important in seeking any job, half the country and one positive
response
is
worth
all
the
trouble.
P
F
I fA
S
Z
S
but even more so in landing ajob
0
C
R
E
C
Specific
areas
recommened
are:
in Law Enforcement. Any
N
D
D
0
Y
L
C S
G
K
0
Z
student who sits around the Southwest including Florida
(San
Antonio
is
sending
out
job
E E
A
N
I
U
S
0
N
T
E
'expecting Placement to do all'
S
the work for him will end with no applications to those who
W
A
H B
V
B
I
G
I
S
R
S
job, a poor job, or one in an apply); the Midwest; and the
A
D
N
J
A
A
K M
0
X
C
A
unrelated field . When it's your Rockies (Denver is sending out
future, don't count on someone applIcations). At this time many
I
C L
P
N
Z
E
M
Y
C
0
S
areas in California are not
else to do the work.
K L
G
A
X
Q
H
L
I
J
Z
U
.Georgraphic factors h'urt hiring, but the Placement Office
P
E S
L
G
0
K W
many students in finding jobs will have information on those
D
C
R
N
because they aren't willing to that might have openings.
B
0
S
Y ,A
L
A
T
F
T
U
L
move. By all means check out the Finally, look at the literature
A
E
Y
B
L L
L
L
V
0
R
Q
possibilities in you own back available, get out the resume,
yard, but look at other areas of and make the effort. You may
E
I
D
L
F F
H
K
0
C
Y
E
the country as well. The jobs are have to move to get a good job,
there, the iuformation is at the but the jobs are outhere. It won't
;:::::::.:::::;;:::::;;::;;:;;::::::.:;:::
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Placement Office, and Mr. be easy to find one, but it can be •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Schuman will be more than glad done.

I -'for ';ale
11 ._..

~l

(

apply, but you will have to take
the initiative and go more than
once, due to frequent changes in
job status. Many times you can
have your name put on a mailing
list and job bulletins will be sent
to you by the Federal
Government.
• Local police departments are
another possibility . Rhode
Island has no civil service
program, so that students can
apply directly to the towns they
wish to work in. It was noted by
Mr. Schuman that many L.E.
majors looks down on police
work and prefer other fields.
This is fine, except that it
narro~s down thejobs available.
• Literature is available in the
Placement Office on jobs
throughout the country. The
Placement Office receives each
month a listing of jobs in Law
Enforcement in the United
States, from Sam Houston
University in Texas. Ma'hy fine
jobs are available, and this
bulletin can be found in Mr.
Schuman's office . Other
literature available includes
listings of police, IICCUrity, and
oiher corporations around th~l
country. This is good resource
information for sending your
i resum~'s .out. There are more
companies listed than you would
care to send letters to, and the
listing covers the whole
company and parts of the rest or"

•...••..•........•..•....•..•..·nm·..•...•..•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••
Word/ Search

......
............,.......................
..... ....
............
..............
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Personals cont.
PanthersThanks for a great time this
season, what can I say except
that we'll get them in softballMark
BobThanks; that was the best
birthday ever! I love you.
Karen
The Ultimates No. I Soccer
Team.
Russ R.,
How does it feel sleeping on
sheets???
Manny F.
underwear.
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To all you STAT people in
Rm 251 M.W.F. 2 p.m., hope
you get 4 heads and no tails this
weekend.
Nick Danger Productions pre
sent: "Behind the Green Slime."
All Male Cast.

Karen A. & Karen 2.
Sorry to hear about your cake
not rising. Come down for
lessons anytime.
Chuckles
SPB Halloween Mixer
October 29 in the Student
Center.
Ghost and Ghoulies at the
Halloween Mixer, October 29 at
9 p.m.
October 29 - the night of
nights in the Student Center.
Get spooked at the SPB
Mixer October 29.
No one will be admitted to the
Halloween Mixer wearing
offensive or inappropriate attire.
Don't miss the Mixer of the year!
October 29, at 9 p.m. in the
Student Center.
$50 Group Costume Prize, at
the SPB Halloween Mixer,
October 29 in the Student
Center.
Come in Costume October 29,
the SPB Halloween Mixer.

Fred: Marie's coming up this
Halloween Horrors - October
weekend.
29th in the Student Center
Henny Tuna: Take my Slime,
Hi Tom (Chuck) Have a good
please.
time
at the SPB Halloween
Henny Lyons:
Take my
Mixer!
boyfriend, please.
Henny Harrington: TaK:e my
Q.I. II,
find your humor
picture, please
lacking.
Henny Metzger: Take my
Q.I.
poems, please.
Henny Sellers:
Take my
Happy Birthday
Mark
paper, please.
Carow!
Henny Mahler: Take my
S.D.C.
commission, please
Henny Rowan:
Take me,
Happy Birthday
Mark
please
Carow--FRom your stud
Take my teacher.
Henny Demers:
furry animals,please
Kringle-Catch Ya
Henny Medynski: Take my yearbooks, please
Happy . Birthday
Mark
Henny Marchtmesalt: Take Carow!! Have a jerky birthday.
my ads, please
Love Robin
Henny Perry:
Take" my
"Stoney"
girlfriends, please
Frank "Stoney" Godfrey is
Henny Van Dyne: Take my
wearing the same mask this year
exacto knife, please
Henny Chuck: Take my nose, as last year, so don't laugh at him
or acknowledge him whatsoever.
please.
Henny Ellsworth: Take my
Joker.II-35, Mooners-O
beer, please
Larry Laine, the Eddie
Henny J oslow:
Take my
. Munster of Bryant Collge
fame, please
Henny Kasinkas: Take my
Rock, You're full of hot air.
cold front, please
Sperk's a Jerk.
Henny O'Connell: Take my
resumes, please.
Swillo, thanks for all the good
Henny MacRae: Take my times. S.V.
Algebra test, please
Friday, You're under arrest
Henny Tanguay: Take my
for assault with a battery, M.D.
Marie,please.
Henny Cohen: Shut up Harry
Ray, did you get your muffler
Henny Gaynor: Take a hike, fixed yet?
please (it's a cross-country joke,
Nov. 6 to Nov. 12 is National
get it?)
Bird
Week. Be kind to any bald
Henny Archway! Take my
eagles that you know you know.
job, please.
Tim B.
Take my
Have a happy
Henny Morris:
National Bird Week.
articles, please
Take Jay,
Henny Miller:
A Friend's Song
please
Take my To Kathy,
Henny Brandt:
photography editor, please
Too bad we don't keep in touch,
Henny Mano: Somebody take It's hard, especially when we are
him, please
always rushed.
Henny Brennan: Take my Remember, we used to be good
Comp / Set, please.
friends,
Renny McNamee: Take my I think it has come to it's end.
enlarger, please
We're both far away from each
Henny Production Crew:
other,
Take Thursday night, please.
He nny Chan: Take my to comider us friend or lover.
I hoped we w~>uld always be
Karate, please
friends
together,
Henny Neville: Take my pint
I
hope
that thought isn't lost
Haffenreffer
Henny Dooley: Take your forever.
own room, please
J.V.H.

Best dressed of the week
award go to Mr. Mike Sullivan.
Congratulations, Mike, on a job
well done.

Lag is a secret, it must stay that
way;
If he gave you a hint it would
give her away

Whale of the month award
goes to Mr. Paul Krieger.
Congratulations Whale. Keep
up the good eating.

LAG
There is someone else who
wants everyone to tune in each
day to find out what happens,
Kilcup Place A (221,2,3,)

Anyone wanting their papers
typed at a reasonable rates call
Lynda at 232-0032.
Thanks to the Student Senate,
GLC, SAGA and the entire
student body of Bryant for
making the Pub's Anniversay
Part an enjoyable occasion.
G. Hura
ADVICE FROM LITTtE
CHICK TO HER MOTHER
HEN:
'IF YOU TRY AND DON'T
SUCCEED, TRY, TRY
AGAIN....AND
AGAIN .... AND A-GAIN
....AND AGAIN....
To My Buddies, Danny and
Steve:
Thanks a pound for
babysitting my crops over
Parents' Weekend. A few losses,
yes, but you're excused. After
all, you're just beginners. After a
few more lessons you'll have
genuine green (or maybe gold?)
Thumbs! Yee-Ha!
Green-Thumbed Blonde
Hey Monica!
What do ya' say we smoke one
up in the sauna! Now that'll be a
real, worthwhile, steams how,
eh?! P.B.J.
(hint; not Peanut Butter & Jelly)
What crazy people on this
.campus ... frisbee at 3:00 in the
morning, and to top it all off,a~
button-ripper-offer! Keep away
from that type, eh Ron! Run like
hell!
P .B.J.
Lori,
So glad you enjoyed the
couch.
Thanks,
Andre' and Deb
Lori,
I'm glad too. You can do it for
me sometime.
'Beth
Rosco,

Right GuardI hear your "can" is shrinking.
Keep up the good work.
Paul,
So it's true what I hear about
the Polish and their 24-hour
condition--sorry, I've got a
headache!

LMLB

Love,
Beth

Mother Hen,
I formally apologize I guess
farmers aren't all that bad.

Barry
Have a happy 20th birthday
on Sunday.
Love,
Suite 440 & Robin and Amy

Italian Stallion
Deb,
I'm up to step 15 now and
moving fast .

Barry
Best wishes for a super 20th
birthday.

Dave

Love you,
Cheryl

David-
Thank you for everthing.
Especially for being you. But
"warn" me when you're "ready".

Cindy got an 83 on her Law test
Ha-Ha-Ha

Hazel

Vic,
Come visit us occassionly. We
are really nice kids once you get
to know us!

Sue and Dodi
Monday night, c.c. in the c.c.
and a great much. Good time!!!

The Herd

Sonny and Steve
-

ElkinWhy are you at Bryant? You
already have a Ph.D. in B.S.

Hey Cranston,
I heard you think the bomb
scares are better than the mixer!

Signed The Bryant Campus

Joanie
Debbie,
Ed. R.,
Are you going to trick or treat
Happy Birthday. When are we
on Halloween?
going midnight bonging again?
-Austin
The Little Ghouls
Karl, Tom, Scratch, Daigle,
Vicki.
Ralph the Wonder Fish says Tom, Bill,-Thanks for helping
you and John didn't see any with the Haunted House. TKE
spouting whales.

ScottP.

Ralph's Spyfish

N ow that the score is 3 to I,
does it mean that you are trying
to take over my position?

Mother Hen,
Your earring was found
outside the coop--in some
rooster's roost.

Scott P.
Wish I could have been there
for your first time.
Always
The Amputee

Cluck, Cluck
Jeannie,
Seen any good sights in the
bathroom lately?

M r. Anonymous,
There was this gorgeous
young blond chick looking for
you. I kicked her with my steel
toed safety shoes.

Beth,
The gorilla is watching you!!
Where is it?!
M. H.

You're Welcome
Mother Hen

Deb,
Has your engineer taught
you any new equations.

FELLATE MY ELKIN!

Curious Suitemate

' 0'

You have a fettish for rice.
Dear Quasi-IntellectualYes, you have found your
girl!!!! I am an erud ite of the first
degree. I rise above this cosmos
on the wings of pansophy,
"consistently arriving in the midst
of wasteland. Do not lose hope,
we will soon meet.
Q.I; too
To B.A.M.
Happy Birthday: Love Pure
Irish?
It takes very little to do wrong,
but much to correct or admit it.
Brue and Dave:
Have you gone "Snipe"
hunting at the "Club
Continental" lately?

Deb,
Come On!! You can do better
than goldfish!

Virgo Queen:
The great apple lady has
stolen my heart. Tell her I don't
mind . I kind of like it.

Concerned Fishologist

King Charles

Lori,
How are your nuggies? Still
tough?!!

To Dorm 7 Suite 221,2,3 etc.
Thank you for making my
21st birthday the most
memorable of all.
JLB

Mother Hen

Gilbear and Magee,
Well, it took us three years but
we finally did it!!

Joan
I hear you have new shoes.
Give them a good work out!

l

"

AIkey
Treat
Got any tricks for Halloween
yet?
84
Italian Stallion
I expect an apology
triplicate by now!

The parents are nice when they
have coc k tails with ice ;
The girls start to swoon when a
guy's in the room;
So come see the people, laugh
and be gay;
At the one and only, Kilcup
Place A (221,2,3,)
I

Jeap-nie
As you are buzzing in Boston
don't forget to come back. Have
fun!!

LAG

Rene

10

M. H.

Love, C. B.

Turtles A. Volleyball No. l!!!
(Gilbear, Magee, c.B., Kim
Rae, Sambo, Shirley, Cindycats,
He Id Coach) You're the
BE iT!!!
Much Love,
C. B.
Liz W. drives all Bryant males
wild. She should be removed
from campus.
'Dorm 10' announces their
annual keg party this Friday,
15 Kegs, $ I each, all night-Come
one, Come all!

uctober 28, 1977
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Pug's Previews and Predictions
plci the Rangers for third, and team with several young playe~s .
SMYTHE DIVISION
Well, hockey fans, it's that
BUFFALO SABRES
making it into the quarter-finals. who have not finished Beaten in the final stretch by the
time again. The eight month
Mimlesota North Stars
developing to their fullest; Guy Bruins, the Sabres last year
season begins'with the Montreal
Chicago Black Hawks
ATLANTA FLAMES Lafleur, Steve Shutt, and Larry showed consistently that they
Ca,pildians, who somehow lost
St.Louis Blues
Gifted
with
the
rookie
of
the
of
the
Robinson.
The
backbone
eight $ames last season, as
were contenders. Desjasdin's
'Vancouver
Canucks
year for two straight years
team is their . defense, )Vitb late injury crippled the Sabres'
overwheh:ning favorites to
Colorado
Rockies
(Willi Plett, 1977; Eric Vail,
players such as Serge Savard, chances last year. A healthy
capture their third straight
1976), these two are the
goaltender Ken Dryden, and Desjasdins, with help from Gil
PRINCE OF WALES
Stanley Cup and twenty,;.first in
Guy LaPointe. This club has no Perreault, might be able to take
CONFERENCE
the franchise's history. But there backbone of this young team.
Both are big
major problems and should be a the top away from the Bruins.
are other N.H.L. teams with
NORRIS DIVISION
shoe-in for .the Stanley Cup.
fresh hopes. In fact, several clubs and shoot. They, combined with
With backup help from Don
Montreal Canadians
appear strong enough to give the other young talent like Curt
Luce, Craig Ramsey, Rene
LOS
ANGELES
KINGS
Two
Tom
Lysiak,
and
great
Bennett,
Los Angeles Kings
mighty Habs a run for their
Robert, plus a new coach, this
main-reasons why the Kings are team will go far into the Playoffs
goaltenders Phil Myre and Dan
Pittsburgh Penquins
money.
respected in the N.H.L. are but will fall short.
Detriot Redwings
This season, at least the other Bouchard, have been the reason
goalie
Rogatien Vachon and
why
this
team
has
bumped
the
Washington Capitals
teams will stay even with the
skater Marcel Dionne. Between
Canadians a little longer than Rangers out of the Playoffs over
ADAMS DIVISION
Vachon's goaltending and
usual. Reason: the N.H.L. has the past two seasons. With the
Dionne's scoring, the Kings
Boston Bruins
moved its schedule to a later major problem of the club's
CLARENCE CAMPBELL
.finished
second
behind
the
Habs
Buffalo
Sabres
future
solved,
this
team
will
starting point. Also, there will be
CONFERENCE
after a slow start. Talent like
Toronto Maple Leafs
a slightly more equal playoff finish fourth in their division,
New York Islanders
defenseman Gary Sargent and·
Cleveland Barons
eligibility system. In the past, the but will not make the Playoffs
Philadelphia Flyers
will
help
forward
But(.h
Goring
under
the
new
point
system.
top three teams in each of the
STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS
New York Rangers
their team finish second, battling
N.H .L.'s four divisions entered
Smythe Division
Atlanta Flames
Canadians ·over IslaJlders
off Pittsburgh all year for second
the Stanley Cup Playoffs. Now.
MINNESOTA
NORTH
place.
the top two clubs in each division
will make the playoffs, then four STARS -The "new-look" has
Adams Division
other teams will be admitted on a finally come to the North Stars
BOSTON BRUINS - The
"wild card" basis, accord.jng to in the 1976-1977 season.
Bruins are probably the second
By Mickey Perlow
Fortified
with
such
young
talent
record. not position in the
strongest club in the league.
as
goalie
Pete
LoPrust,
Swedish
stand ings.
Denver
over
Oakland
Their stars are numerous,
-born Roland Ericksson and
Pittsburgh
IU::'
over
Baltimore
Jean
RateHe
and
starting
with
American-born Steve Jensen,'
Clarence CampbeJl
Miami
over
Brad Park. These ex-Rangers,
San Di~go
the
Stars
skated
their
way
into
a
Conference
Atlanta
with their hard work, brought
over
Mi nnesota
Patrick Division
Playoff berth, and built a
Los
Angeles
the
Bruins
closest
to
the
Stanley
over
New
Orleans
reputation for hustle and style.
Buffalo
over
Cup in many years. Clutch
Seattle
NEW YORK ISLAND ERS - The team is centered around
New England
over
goaltending by Gerry Cheevers
N.Y. Jets
The only team in the league that twenty-two year old Tim Young,
Green Bay
over
helps k eep their d efen se
Chicago
has put fear into the Stanley Cup who has all the potential of
St. Louis
over
together. Other stars Wayne
N.Y. Giants
champion. Coach Al Arbour's 'someday being their top scorer.
Cincinnati
over
Cashman, Mike Milbury, Dallas
Houston
Isles have been developed into a The major problem is their
Dallas
over
Detroit
tough, defense-o riented clu b defense, but in this w~ak league
Smith, and Stan Johnson will
Ph iladelphia
over
Washington
that works more on team work it should hold them. Thus, I pick
keep Boston strong. Boston will
Cleveland
over
Kan as City
than any other. T he Isles have them to finish on top in their
be no surprise to fini h first in
San Franci co
over
Tam pa Bay
been blessed with young talent division.
their division, but wiIl lose in the
like Bryan Trottier, captain
Last Week 9-5
Playoffs to the Islanders or
Clark Gillies, and their leader, CHICAGO BLACK HAWKS
Season 60-24
Canadians.
-Hockey's most disappointing
Denis Potvin. To help the team
team had their worst season in
they went to Europe and igned a
the past two decades last year.
first-rate Swed ish goalie, Goran
T hey fmished third, and thus
Hogosta, and wede defe nse
have started to clean house.
man tefan Persson. The teams
one problem is their flTe power. . Their coach was fired and
replaced by Bob Polford, who
With this in mind, I pick the Isles
also took over as G.M. They
to win their division, but to fall
short and lose to the Habs in the dealt Dick Redmond away,
hoping for a better effect from
finals .
most of thefr players. With no
PHILADE LPHIA
FLYERS
Bobby Orr, the steady Tony O.
Finished firs t in the Patrick
will have a busy season and their
Di visio n and dis played a
name players Pitt Martin and
miraculous comeback in their
Phil Russell will lead their team
playoff agai nst the Maple Leafs.
to a s~cQnd place finish.
But the four straight loses
ST. LOUIS BLUES - The
against the Bruins left the Flyers
arrival of "The Cat" F ra ncis as
and tht.:f fans stunned. To help
the in c~ns istenties, they coach and G.M. brought the
Blues a first pJace finish III their
obtained big Bob Dailey. But
poor
division. With young talent
Dailey will not be enough to
in the net like Ed Staniowski and
compensate, and the problems
Yves Belanger scoring goals,
of Parent's neck bring them to a
Francis figures he has some
second place finish in their
chances. The backbone of the
division.
team, Gerry Unger, will be able
NEW YO RK RANGERS - to guide them, but their weak
Quat'ity is what make B Ie' Speakers Tilden's. Nor, will you get the chance at
defense, not helped by the death
John Ferguson, who screamed
tops .
most other jewelers, to gain the adVice
of Bob Gassoff, will leave them
for changes last spring, has
The same is true of Tilden-Thurber
of four na tionally recogni zed Certifi d
with a no better than third place
finally found some results. To
diamond,engagement rings. No matter Gemolqgis ts.
help bolster the old-age offense finish and no Playoff berth.
what you d eci d e to spend, it w ill be the
It all me. down to this. You pay f r
he drafted LlIiien DeBlois, a
bes t possible ri ng fo r the m ney
what you ge t. And if what yo u wa nt is
sifted player. Coming out of
PRINCE OF WALES
S ure, some s tores clai m to give you a q uality in an e ngagemen t ring, Tildcn
junior hockey, he scored 134
CONFERENCE
deal. They've even go t a system fo r
Th urber is the place to come to .
points in his fi nal year. Ferguson
grading diam n ds . But you can bet it
Norris Division
also went to the inter-league
wo n't be the tough American Gem
draft and helped his young
Society
system that we adhere to at
MONTREAL CANADIANS
defense by acquiring goalie
With their spectacular 60-8-12
Michael T homas and defense
record last season, the Habs won
man Don Awey. But the overall
this division by forty-nine
hom 17 hh
problem still is their defense, and
is
no
points
over
the
Kings.
Their
Certified
Gemol
ogists ~
the young talented crew will
reason to expect a closer race
Regis tered Jewelers
( 1\(-8 )
b~ thinking of making a move.
American Gem Society ~
this season. It is difficult to
Also, moping and grunting
imagine a club improving on ,
BankAml·rt(.Hd. I.l,t<) [ Ch<H~;l·. An1l' rI ~ ,1n Exprl'" 1 .".Il'n l ilt I j '
veterans Phil Esposito and Walt
record such as Montreal did
charges .lCCt' pU.'d . Wl·~tmin~tl· r M.ll! ~ h\ n' , I. ... d M p n ll,l\ '
Tkaccuk must play hockey. I
the 76-77 season, but this
......._ _ _ Westminster Malle Newport e Wayland Square e Midla r J . 10111 • O lae ~istick Village _ _ _........

Mick's Picks
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Buy your engagement ring at Tilden's
for the same reason you'd buy
Bose Speakers.

~Tllden -Thurber

•

THE ARCHWAY

PaRe 12
(Baseball)
Veteran outfielder Paul Blair,
a key reserve in the New York
Yankee World Championship
season has agreed to a three-year
contract at an estimated 115
thousand dollars a season.
T he 33-year old outfielder
batted .262 and drove in 25 runs
in 164 at-bats this past season.
T he standout defensive player
was used mostly as a late-inning
replacement for Reggie Jackson
in right field .
(New York) Balloting for the
1977 American League Cy
Young Award wit h first place'!
votes in parentheses (points
'awarded on basis of 5 for first
place vote, 3 for second, 1 for
third):
S parky Lyle, New York (9) 56

t/ 2
Jim Palmer, Baltimore (6) 48
Nolan Ryan, California (6) 46
Dennis Leonard, Kansas City (5)
45
Bill Campbell, Boston (I) 25 H
Da ve Goltz, Minnesota (I) 19
Ron Guidry New York 5
D ave

R oze m a, Detroit 4

F rank Tanana, California 3
Southpaw pitcher Bob
Myrick of the New York .Mets
has suffered a broken ankle
following a slip on a tennis ball.
Louisiana State's Charles
Alexander is the rushing and
scoring leader in major college
foo tball this week. Alexander
has II touchdowns and ahs
gained just over 900 yards.
The Cleveland Browns hope
that quarterback Brian Sipe is
fully recovered from early
season shoulder and arm injuries
for the Kansas City next
Sunday.
National Football League
Commissioner Pete Rozelle has
suspended defensive back Mel
Morgan of the Cincinnati
Bengals without pay for one
game for what is termed 'A
flagrant personal foul.'
However, Rozelle says there is
no need to penalize defensive
back Mel Blount of the
Pittsburgh Steelers for an
incident in the same game.
The New York Giants have
sent unhappy tight end Bob
Tucker to the Minnesota
Vikings for a future draft choice.·
(Boston) Dick O'Connell
today refused comment today 0
his dismissal as Boston Red Sox
General Manager and said he is
unsure of his fu ture plans.
O'Connell, a member of the
Red Sox organization for 31
years and General Manager
since 1966 was fired yesterday by
executors of the late owner Tom
Yawkey's estate.
Also let go were Vice
President Gene Kirby who
handled the team's television
and radio contracts, and
Assistant General Manager
John Claiborne who did most of
the player contract negotiating.
Of the three, only O'Connell
had a contract which extended
further than the end of last
season, a three year pact which
still has two years to TUn. He
would not elaborate on any
settlement with the Red Sox.
He added in Boston that he is
unsure of any plans to relocate
with another Major League

Baseball Team.
The move had been expected
since the end of September,
when the executors announced a
conglomerate headed by former
Red Sox catcher Haywood
Sullivan and former team trainer
Buddy Leroux would purchase
the team.
Sullivan, who served as the
Red Sox' Director of player
personnel, was na med yesterday
to replace O'Connell as General
Manager.
The Chicago Cubs traded
outfielder Jose Cardenal to the
Philadelp hia Phillies Tuesday
for young righthander Manny
Seoane (Soh-ahn'-ay).
Cardenal, a 34-year-old
veteran, has been with the Cubs
since 1972. He batted only .239
in 100 games this past season.
The Los Angeles Dodgers sent
sh~rtstop Randy Rogers to the
New York Mets · today to
complete a mid-season trade for
catcher Jerry Grote.
The Mets earlier received
pitcher Dan S mith from the
Dodgers as partial payment for
Grote.
Rogers spent last season with
Albuquerque of the Pacific
Coast League, where he hit .258,
and with San Antonio of the
Texas League, where he batted
.276.

Tucker to the Minnesota
Vikings for a future draft choice.
Tucker, unhappy with the way
he was being used in the offense,
asked to be traded on October
9th. He did not play in the last
two games, both of which the
Giants won.
Miami plans to sign defensive
tackle Bill Windauer and
linebacker Larry Ball, both
former Dolphins, to replace two
players sidelined for the season
with knee injuries.
Starting linebacker Mike
Kolen and reserve tacker Carl
Barasich were injured last Sunda
Barasich were injured last
Sunday against Seattle.
The Cleveland Browns hope
quarterback Brian Sipe is fully
The Atlanta Falcons have
signed former Auburn running
back Secdrick McIntyre and
released offensive guard Gregg
Kindle in a move to bolster their
punt and kickoff return
performance.
Coach Leeman Bennett plans
to use Mcintyre in the offl:nsive·
backfield later, but for now will
use him primarily for running
back kicks.
The New York Jets have
signed middle linebacker Carl
R uss, who was dropped at the
end of trai ning camp. Russ was
obtained fro m Atlanta last year..
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Bryant Soccer-

The Ups and Downs

by Joseph Welch
Bryant had a fine outing orWas going to hustle Bryant. In
Wednesday in beating the the five pivotal games Bryant
visiting team from Nichols. At played this season, he feels they
the outset of the game neither . met this criterion three times.
T-he tree big wi ns we re
team controlled the action, then
about ten minutes into the fi rst Stonehill, P rovi den ce, and
half, Bryant started tQ. control RIC. In the Stonehill game,
IBryant came back from a one
goa l deficit and beat Stonehill 2
I. The Providence game was
Bryant's first maj or test and they
took great pride in winning.
Coach Feeley thought the 2- 1
win was one of the biggest soccer
victories Bryants had in a long
time. The 2- 1 win over RIC was a
special victory for the team
because of the inter-school
rivalry and RIC's coach Gerry
Kuay, who use to be a coach at
Bryant.
Coming off these t hr"ee
victories, Bryant had a chance
for a 10-4 record. Then the down
Dart of their season began, when
they lost to Barringto n and
Bentley. Coach Feeley thinks
this happened because they
Photo by !.{icha(!/ Brandl . weren't taking one game at a
. time and playing on their past
the ball and the flow of the game. performan c e s. Still with
, Using aggresive defense and Wednesday's victory. the team
ofensive pressure, they got on has a respectable 7-6 recc
the score board at 7.8: 19, with They also have shown great
Steve Looney scoring the goal. character this year wh ile
In the second half Bryant representing the school, and they
continued' to keep the pressure are a team Bryant should be
on the Nichols defenders. With proud of.
29:22 into the half, Lenny Jay
drilled a shot past the Nichols
goalie to give Bryant an
insurance goal. Bryant had
twenty-two shots on goal
compared to eight for Nichols,
and Robby Kaye registered the
shutout. Bryants next game is at
home, against Quinnipiac,
Although the 1977 baseball He replaces outside linebacker Saturday, Oct 29, at 1:00
season just ended, next year's Bob Martin, who is sidelined
B"iyants season thiS year has
opening day game was with a shoulder injury.
been one of up's and down's. At
announced today . The
the' beginning of the season,
The Los Angeles Kings say
Div. A
Cincinnati Reds, the first
Coach Feeley set two criterion
Rogie Vachon, who was struck
professional baseball team and.
8-4
for his players: that no team was Gold Buds
on the head by a puck and
8-4
traditional Opening Day hosts,
,T.E. -C
suffered a concussion, will miss going to play more hard-nosed Panama Reds
4-8
will entertain the Houston
at least six games.
4-8
T.E.P. - A
Astros on Thursday, A pr il 6th to
Div.
B
Vachon was hit by a puck shot
start the 1978 season.
Hot Shots
8-4
NFL Commissioner Pete by Cleveland's Bob Murdoch
King Pins
7-5
last
Wed
nesday.
He
initially_
Rozelle slapped Cincinatti's Mel
T.E. - A
6-6
3-9
Lums Laundry
Morgan with a one-game ·.improved, but was admitted to a
Califprnia hospital Sunday
suspension Tuesday.
Div. C
16-0
The Bryant women's Canadian Ckb
Rozelle says game films night when his condition
8-8
clearly show Morgan delivered a worsened.
volleyball team's season is Piece of Cake
T.E.-B
5-11
I underway. Their record tbus far
deliberate forearm blow to the
JQckey Steve Cauthen became
Phi E psilon Pi
3-13
is 3-7. This may be due to the
head of John Stallworth during the: first jockey ever to earn
Div. D
fact that the volleyball coach, Grizzlies Bears
41st October .17th's Monday fivemillion dollars in purses in a
12-4
Lorraine Cou rnoyer, was still Bearded Clams
night game. The Commissioner year.
10-6
6-10
coaching the tenni team at the Doa bone .
went on to say that Mor gan
Cauthen rode 'Rare Noel' toa
4-1 2
beginning of the volleyba ll No Names
made no attem pt to j ustify the one-length victory in the second
Div. E
season so the team had to start
act during yesterday's meeting in race at Aqueduct yesterday, his
Invalids - A
12-4
practicing
three
weeks
aft~
New York, other than to say he 420th winner of the year. His
~T.
I~
everyone
else..
Even
so,
they
still
was 'reacting:
.
sixthousand-dollar purse hiked
SheeBee & The Gang
4-12
are doing a good job. The girl!'> T.E.P. - B
4-12
The New York Giants have his winnings to just over
have
been
victorious
at
Stonehill
Div.
F
fivemillion.
traded unhappy tight end Bob
11-5
and Worcester Poly tech, and Pin Ups
10-6
have won one Assumption Invalids Brewery
8-8
R olli ng Thunder
match. They have lost to Rhode pit of 5
3-13
Part II
Island College, Barrington,
Administrators League
If young J>at Haden can stay
Providence, Southern Mass
quarterback controversy."
High: G. Tarapata - 170
healthy, Joe Namath is probably
The former Southern achusetts, and have lost one
Low: G. Hura - 94
finished as a National Football California Rose Bowl hero Assumption game.
FLASH
During the games, many girls
League quarterback.
G. Hura Breaks 100
outplayed veteran Minnesota
In his second start of the
quarterback Fran Tarkenton, have displayed their excellent
skills in serving, . spiking,
season, Haden was simply
who was intercepted twice by
bumping and setting. Among
sensational last night. He tossed
cornerback Pat Thomas and the high scorers are Lynn Miller
two touchdown passes and
Dave Rristol has been released
sacked four times.
with 26 points (4 games), Dottie
scrambled for a third in the first
as manager of the Atlanta
The Rams are tied for the Pope, Sandra Doucet with 12, Braves . . Can you name the
half in a 35-3 blitz over the proud
National West lead with the and Betsy Eldon with 10.
Minnesota Vikings.
Braves' manager before Bristol?
Rams coach Chuck Knox
Atlanta Falcons. They play at
The girls' first ho·me match
Connie Ryan replaced Clyde
New Orleans next Sunday, while will be held on November 1 King in 1975 and was replaced
says, "Pat Haden certainly
the Central Division-Leading against Brown and Babson at ;
demonstrated that he's number
by Bristol in 1976.
Vikings play in Atlanta.
one. I hope this is the end of our
7:00. -:.
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